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 The better question should be "why shouldn't I have an ATM at

my place of business"? Chances are you have been stuck with a

personal check or two over the years that came back NSF. If this

has happened to you then you know that you are out that money

while the debt is collected. There is no risk of that to you with an

ATM at your location. It also helps keep people in your building.

Once they leave it is likely that they will not return. That is one

reason why bars have food available, so the customer doesn't

need to leave to find something to eat.
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"WHY SHOULD I HAVE AN ATM ON MY PREMISES?"

"I ALREADY TAKE CREDIT CARDS & DEBIT CARDS AT MY ESTABLISHMENT."

If you do, undoubtedly you realize that you are losing 1.5 to 3 percent of

the total sale to service fees levied by the credit card processors. Instead

of you absorbing the cost, when the customer wishes to pay with a credit

card, direct them to the ATM and have them incur the charge and we can

pay you a commission. Just think, on a $100 sale paid with a credit card,

you could be out $1.50 to $3.00, each time someone pays with a credit

card. If they pay with cash from an ATM instead, you could end up with

$1.75 to $3.25 more than if you would if you didn't have an ATM. With an

ATM, the $100 in sales at your establishment goes into your till as $100

cash, not as an EFT where you you lose a percentage of your sales. 

There are no service fees with an ATM!
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If I am interested in obtaining an ATM from MSI Service & Solutions, what will my business need

to provide?

All your business will need to provide is a dedicated phone line or an internet connection. The phone line

will cost you, but if you currently have internet access then you will incur no fees. You do not have to

vault, service or troubleshoot any problems with the machines, we take of all that.

 

What happens if there is a problem with the ATM?

MSI monitors our ATM’s online and can see when there is an error. When this occurs we have people on

call that will be there ASAP to correct the problem, so your customers stay happy and have access to

cash to spend at your business.

 

How does my establishment get an ATM?

If you would like to get an ATM for you establishment, you can contact Vicki at (701) 852-3045 or you

can email her at vickic@minot.com. We will be happy to come to your establishment to meet with you

and discuss any questions or concerns you may have.

 

What are your service plans for ATM services?

We have 3 service plans available, but we are not limited to those options. They are as follows:

PLAN 1 - We can provide, install, maintain and vault your ATM in your location and offer you a quarterly

commission based on the number of transactions at your location.

PLAN 2 - We can provide, install, and maintain your ATM in your location, while you vault the terminal

with your own cash. This option can allow for daily settlements into your bank account based on the

number of daily transactions at your location.

PLAN 3 - We can get you set up to tour own ATM terminal in your location, and can offer a service

agreement to fix any mechanical problems you may have.
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